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Girl 1:
We know who you are

Girl 2: 
Look, its Patrick

Girl 3:
Come on talk us through it

Girl 2:
He's changed

Girl 1 and 3:
Did you spread your word of God?
Oh, Patrick. Patrick, how did you do it?

Patrick:
Wasn't a big deal
Trying to keep it real
What else can I say?

Pastor Skip (spoken):
Come on, Patrick
Try

Patrick:
Mom had this ideal
It's our duty to heal
I guess that's that

Pastor Skip (spoken):
Patrick, don't be shy!

Patrick:
Its a great big world out there
If you go outside

Pastor Skip (spoken):
That's it, son!

Patrick:
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Its a big, big world out there
Get on and ride!

Life is
screwy!
You do what you do 
to grab on
to a 
life buoy

Find your faith and
and make it true

Ensemble: 
We know who you are
We know who you are

Patrick:
Get supplies for the clinic
Bandages in Triaminic 
No room to be a cynic
shaking my point of view

Make it true
(lord make it true)
Make it true
(lord make it true
lord make it true)

I learned some stuff
worked hard and soon enough
when the going got rough
I made it through

Life is
screwy
You do what you do
to grab on
to a
life buoy 

Find your faith and-

Boy 1:
See any apes or tigers?

Patrick:
Not in the village

Girl 4:
Were there cannibals in the farm?



Patrick:
There were mostly farmers

Girl 5:
Did the kanga eat her baby?

Patrick:
That's Australia!

Boy 2:
Do they have toilets in the Amazon?

Ensemble:
Were there gorillas in the mist?

Girl 5:
Did the natives play drums and sing?

Ensemble:
Did you see the color purple?
And hunt with the lion king?

Patrick:
NO!

We were digging a well
so they'd have clean water
And I got to be friends
with our neighbor's daughter
who had fled civil war
in a neighboring nation
and were refugees now 
from the refugee station

Boys:
Make it true

Girls:
Oh I love his big, big faith

Boys:
Make it true

Girls:
Oh I love his big, big faith

Patrick:
Then one day Dad said "son,
its time to come back. 
Say your goodbyes and pack."



And well, now I'm home

Its a great big world out there
When you go outside
Such a big, big world out there
Get on and ride

Ensemble:
Life is
screwy
You do what you do
to grab on
to a 
life buoy

Find you faith and-

Life is 
screwy
You do what you do
to grab on
to a 
life buoy

Find your faith and-

Patrick:
-and make it true!

Ensemble:
We know who you are
We know who you are

Find you faith and-

Patrick:
-and make it true!
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